Magnetic alignment studies demonstrate that a fraction of acid purifed single wall carbon nanotubes sSWNTsd exhibit both linear-orbital sdiamagnetic and/or paramagneticd and ferromagnetic sFMd anisotropies. The latter are unexpected, as prior studies have assumed that remaining FM impurities are encapsulated and play no role in SWNT alignment. The data imply a FM easy axis aligned with the nanotube, permit direct estimates of the FM moment size, and provide a more accurate measure of the SWNT magnetic anisotropy. In light of recent observations of FM proximity effects in nanotubes, our observation of attached or intrinsic FM anisotropy in these systems is an important consideration for future studies of carbon nanotube magnetism. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.201401 The magnetic responses of single wall carbon nanotubes sSWNTsd provide fundamental insights about nanotube band structures, 1 and potentially useful means for creating aligned materials incorporating the anisotropic properties of SWNTs.
The magnetic responses of single wall carbon nanotubes sSWNTsd provide fundamental insights about nanotube band structures, 1 and potentially useful means for creating aligned materials incorporating the anisotropic properties of SWNTs.
2-6 SWNTs, however, present special challenges to magnetic characterization. The majority of high-yield synthetic methods used to produce SWNTs employ ferromagnetic sFMd catalyst particles [7] [8] [9] whose residual moment after acid purifcation is suffcient to obscure conventional magnetometry. Furthermore, if such FM particles remain in direct contact with SWNTs, spin transfer between particle and nanotube can occur 10 and can fundamentally alter SWNT magnetism. In light of recent ideas about intrinsic ferromagnetism in carbon-derived materials, 11 including carbon nanotubes, 12 it appears particularly important to have a means of selectively probing FM properties localized on individual nanotubes.
Here we explore the room-temperature magnetic responses of purifed, isolated SWNTs, and introduce a scheme to study their magnetic heterogeneity. Our method relies on alignment of SWNT suspensions 13, 14 with an applied magnetic feld, B, noting that the alignment energy for linearorbital anisotropies sdiamagnetic and/or paramagnetic 1 "Dx-driven alignment"d scales as B 2 , whereas that due to permanent moment torques s"m W -driven alignment"d grows as B. This approach is immune to FM background impurities while providing detail about tethered or intrinsic FM moments. We demonstrate that high-resolution profles of SWNT alignment versus magnetic feld strength can separate and quantify different types of nanotube magnetic anisotropy. In particular, even after standard acid purifcation methods, some SWNTs are aligned not only by linear-orbital anisotropy, Dx, but also by torques due to permanent moments, m W . Our studies indicate the FM easy axis lies along the nanotube and determine the size of the associated moment to be 392s+160/ −70d m B for laser-oven samples and 2430± 1080 m B for HiPCO samples. The presence of FM moments localized on individual nanotubes is unexpected. Indeed, prior studies have assumed alignment is entirely Dx driven sand presumably that FM catalysts are isolated in gra- 13, 15, 16 phitic shellsd.
We show such models systematically overestimate Dx, and we obtain a smaller value of Dx = s3.2± 0.8d 3 10 −5 cgs/ mol C that falls more centrally within the range of theoretical predictions. 17 A combination of x-ray scattering and thermogravimetric analysis sTGAd measurements show the chemically purifed HiPCO nanotubes contain ,5 wt % carbon derivatives samorphous carbon, graphited, 1.6 wt % FM impurities, and the rest SWNTs. Chemically purifed laseroven nanotubes contain similar carbon-derivative impurities but slightly higher s2.1 wt %d FM impurities. TGA measures the residual mass of known catalyst oxides, 7, 8, 18 which is converted into the mass of Fe sCo/ Nid catalysts for HiPCO slaser-ovend samples. Magnetization measurements described below imply the same FM content as TGA to within measurement error.
To further remove FM content from the chemically purifed SWNTs, we use a magnetic gradient to fractionate the nanotube suspensions. This gradual procedure is made possible by the excellent long-term stability of SWNT suspensions dispersed in water using sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate surfactant sNaDDBS; C 12 H 25 C 6 H 4 SO 3 Nad and low power, high frequency sonication. 17 The SWNT-NaDDBS suspensions are passed through a horizontal capillary in a strong magnetic feld gradient fFig. 1sadg. FM content is drawn to the bottom of the capillary producing magnetically purifed SWNT-NaDDBS suspensions with greater than 90% SWNT yield. The fractionated SWNT-NaDDBS suspensions are then dialyzed to remove surfactant and ultracentrifuged to pelletize the nanotubes. The nanotube pellets are then annealed in vacuum at 1150 °C to heal defects in the nanotubes. SWNT mats or "buckypapers" are prepared for dc magnetization studies at T = 300 K, which reveal a reduction in the FM moment of 40% and 86% in HiPCO and laseroven samples, respectively sFig. 1d. High-resolution scans show magnetic hysteresis, and comparisons of zero-feld-PHYSICAL REVIEW B 71, 201401sRd s2005d cooled and feld-cooled magnetization show the FM moment is blocked at 300 K.
Polarized optical measurements of nanotube alignment 19, 20 are far more sensitive than dc magnetization for elucidating alignment mechanisms. For optical studies, we re-suspend both unfractionated and fractionated HiPCO and laser-oven nanotubes using NaDDBS and water. All samples have SWNT concentrations of 5 3 10 −3 mg/ ml, chosen well below the overlap concentration 21 to avoid network formation, 22 which can inhibit free rotation of nanotubes. Polarized absorbance measurements are obtained using precision 1.03 1.0 cm 2 quartz cuvettes placed at the center of a magneto-optical cryostat. The collinear and cross-linear polarized absorbances of the samples sa i and a ' , respectivelyd are defned with respect to the magnetic feld axis. Figure 2 shows polarized absorbance at B = 0 and 7 T for unfractionated HiPCO and laser-oven nanotubes. Unless otherwise specifed, the fractional feld gradient, ¹B / B, is less than 0.006 cm −1 . At B = 0 T, nanotubes in suspension are isotropically oriented, hence there is no difference between a i and a ' , as shown in Figs. 2sad and 2scd. When the magnetic feld W is applied, the nanotubes align with their long axes along B causing the suspension to show stronger absorption along the feld direction. The resulting anisotropy is shown in Figs. 2sbd and 2sdd, and can be used to quantify the degree of alignment.
The nematic order parameter, S, characterizing nanotube alignment is 
E
where Esud is the magnetic alignment energy and k is the Boltzmann constant. Here, SWNT orientations u and u + p are taken to be optically indistinguishable. Since different power-law dependencies of Esud on B produce qualitatively distinct forms of SsBd, continuous high-resolution measurements of S versus B can be used to deconvolve a superposition of alignment mechanisms. At a given feld, we infer S directly from measured a i and a ' using the relation, S = sDa / Dsd. 20 Here, Da ; a i − a ' is the measured absorbance anisotropy, and Ds ; s i − s ' is the corresponding quantity for the absolute SWNT absorbance cross sections, s i and s ' . For the laser-oven samples studied here, Ds is known. 20 For HiPCO samples, however, s i and s ' are not known experimentally. To make progress in this case, we estimate the spectrum of Ds to within a scale factor by requiring S to be wavelength independent at B =7 T. S is readily calculated for other B and checked to make sure it is constant versus wavelength.
These procedures determine S quantitatively for laseroven samples, and up to an overall scale factor for HiPCO samples sFig. 3d. The feld dependence of SsBd exhibits several noteworthy features: s1d The feld-driven alignment of both SWNT species is stronger in samples with higher FM content. s2d The profle for unfractionated HiPCO has a marked kink at ,0.5 T, where the feld dependence of the alignment energy apparently weakens considerably. Quantitatively, the kink position is given by the maximum in −d 2 S / dB 2 . The kink is nearly eliminated with a decrease in FM content; however, the feld position of the kink remains almost the same. s3d Laser-oven nanotubes do not exhibit any noticeable kink. s4d Alignment is related to the feld strength and not its gradient, ¹B fFig. 3sinsetdg. The last observation rules out viscous drag during FM moment migration as a major contributor to alignment. Hence, we interpret these observations in the context of Dx-driven and m W -driven equilibrium alignment mechanisms. If feld-induced alignment of nanotubes is driven purely by Dx, the magnetic alignment energy of nanotubes can be written as sDx-driven alignmentd, 2 E Dx sud = − DxB 2 cos sud. s3d
Since nanotube alignment is enhanced by the FM content, it is not surprising that Eq. s3d does not qualitatively account for the measured alignment. One important difference is that Eq. s3d predicts SsBd is strictly concave upwards when S is far from saturation sS ! 1d, whereas our data for HiPCO show a change in second derivative of S with respect to B. In the case of laser-oven nanotubes, the second derivative remains positive, but the experimental data are too linear at high felds to ft Eq. s3d. Instead, we fnd the data are well described if we suppose some fraction of nanotubes are attached to a FM moment, m W , that can infuence alignment. For such FM-assisted nanotubes, one should add a dipolar term W −m W · B and an anisotropy energy depending on the relative orientation of m W to the nanotube axis. The latter may involve crystalline and/or shape anisotropy of the FM particle and, in the case of tethered FM catalysts, additional magnetic inter- actions between catalyst and nanotube. 10 A detailed consideration of these latter terms is beyond the scope of this paper, and here we consider a simple model in which m W is taken to be perfectly coaligned with the nanotube axis sm W -driven alignmentd,
Below, we evaluate the self-consistency of this approach.
Interestingly, our numerical analysis shows that dividing the measured FM moment fi.e., Fig. 1sbdg evenly among all SWNTs does not properly account for the data. In this case the value of m W is far too small to induce a kink in SsBd at the felds for which a kink is observed, which corresponds to the saturation of m W . Instead, some dispersion in m W is required, which we model using a binary mixture in which a fraction of the nanotubes, x, are attached to a FM moment um W u, while the remaining s1−xd nanotubes are aligned only by Dx. Note, this approximation still allows for the possibility of free FM particles in suspension. The FM-assisted nanotubes are described by Eq. s4d and a polar distribution function f Dx+m W sud as defned by Eq. s2d. Similarly, the bare SWNTs are described by Eq. s3d and a polar distribution function f Dx sud. The resulting composite distribution function is,
We ft data for SsBd using Eqs. s1d and s5d. For unfractionated samples, values of Dx, um W u, and x are varied, and satisfy the constraint that the total tethered moment cannot exceed the total FM moment measured by dc magnetization fFig. 1sbdg. Within our model, fractionation reduces the number density of FM-assisted SWNTs. Thus, for fractionated samples Dx and um W u are kept at their unfractionated values while x is varied. Representative fts are shown in Fig. 3 . From these fts, we estimate for laser-oven tubes: Dx = s3.2± 0. 
The value of Dx is consistent with theoretical predictions for d = 1.35 nm, which range from 1.73 10 −5 to 1. 13 10 −4 cgs/ mol C depending on chirality. 1 If FM moments arise from catalysts, our analysis implies an impurity diameter of ,2 -3 nm that is consistent with TEM studies of these samples. Additionally, the fractional reduction in x is approximately consistent with the measured change in FM magnetization after fractionation. For HiPCO nanotubes, we obtain good fts over a wide range of Dx because the scale factor for S is largely unconstrained. The position of the kink does constrain the FM moment size, however, for which we obtain um W u = 2430± 1080 m B . Moreover, the relative change in x caused by fractionation, Dx / x unfract = −0.56, is consistent with the dc magnetization data of Fig. 1sbd .
It is interesting to contrast the alignment of Dx-driven and m W -driven SWNTs. Order parameters for the two corresponding components, s1−xd and x, respectively, are shown in Fig.  4 for unfractionated HiPCO. Alignment of m W -driven SWNTs increases rapidly over the frst few tesla, a feature of our model that is relatively insensitive to uncertainties in Dx for HiPCO. The feld-dependent magnetization computed from this m W -driven component increases more quickly than S it-PHYSICAL REVIEW B 71, 201401sRd s2005d self, reaching 85% of saturation at 1 T. Comparing this behavior with the FM saturation of buckypaper in Fig. 1sbd , it appears m W -driven nanotubes are already highly aligned in suspension at feld strengths necessary to reorient m W away from the nanotube axis. This may help to justify our model in which m W remains aligned with the tube axis, Eq. s4d.
In summary, we demonstrate that some fraction of acidpurifed SWNTs contain both linear-orbital and ferromagnetic anisotropies, with FM easy axes that are coaligned with the SWNT axis. Our results are entirely consistent with residual catalyst particles tethered to SWNTs, but further study is required to rule out intrinsic effects. We fnd FM-assisted HiPCO nanotubes saturate at low felds, which may be useful for creation of anisotropic SWNT materials. 
